
A  N E W  E R A  I N  R E C O R D K E E P I N G  T E C H N O L O G Y

Questions to ask when 
EVALUATING PROVIDERS
The pace of change is accelerating. In the recordkeeping industry, emerging 

technologies, new employment models, and the evolving nature of retirement all 

contribute to an environment in which technical agility is essential.

Cloud technology is now a competitive requirement for recordkeeping platforms, and 

because of this, it can be difficult to distinguish between the technical abilities of 

different providers. We believe that by asking these critical questions, you and your 

clients can get the information you need to more fully evaluate recordkeepers.
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• What is your objective in using cloud technology? 

• Are you cloud-native or cloud-hosted?  

• What is your API development road map? 

• Will you transition entirely to the cloud or use a hybrid approach? 

• Will you reenvision or rehost your applications in the cloud?

• Will you use platform as a service (PaaS) or software as a service (SaaS) to  
           replace or retire legacy elements?

• Did you build or buy your recordkeeping platform? 

• Do you use a public or private cloud? 

• What kind of architecture do you use—modular, monolithic, or mixed?

• Do you support APIs across all or a portion of your systems and data sets?

• How do you secure personally identifying information (PII) on the cloud?  

Look for a deep commitment to the new technology and a set of long-term 

objectives that indicate the capability to adapt to successive technological 

advancements and changing participant and plan sponsor needs.

Cloud basics

Platform architecture
While there’s no single best structure for a cloud platform, a firm should 

consider things like the balance of cost and system ownership and the 

ability to make future adjustments with ease, speed, and minimum user 

disruption. 

Transition to the cloud
A strategic transition should provide clear time frames for a smooth and 

gradual shift that enables uncompromised service delivery. 

QUESTIONS TO ASK
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Vanguard has made a deep investment 

in cloud technology. It’s one way 

we’re fulfilling our commitment to the 

defined contribution business, which is 

itself one way we’re fulfilling our core 

purpose: to give investors the best 

chance for success. By harnessing the 

power of technology more effectively 

than our peers, we can quickly and 

A: 
Q: What is your objective in using cloud technology?

Vanguard is the first and currently the only 

recordkeeping provider building a fully 

cloud-native platform. Other firms may 

talk about cloud technology, but they’re 

referring to a cloud-hosted platform, which 

runs an existing legacy system on the 

Q: Are you cloud-native or cloud-hosted? 

Cloud basics

continually adapt our full‐service offer 

to meet participants’ changing needs 

and preferences. A cloud-native platform 

improves our time to market and provides 

better scalability and flexibility, which 

together support a fully reimagined 

retirement plan experience for your clients 

and their participants. 

A:  

VANGUARD'S ANSWERS

cloud. A cloud-hosted approach combines 

an outdated system with new technology, 

which has limitations because the system is 

still coded to work on a mainframe. 

We aim to help investors succeed by using technology 
more effectively than our peers.

We are using the industry’s only fully cloud-native 
recordkeeping platform. 

Vanguard has made 
a deep investment 
in cloud technology.
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Cloud-based vs. cloud-native: An analogy
At the dawn of the smartphone era, some company websites were accessible through 

your phone’s web browser. Then, some companies began building applications just for 

the smartphone, and, eventually, those apps became the norm. But the in-between 

period, when the industry was moving from one approach to the next, is analogous 

to where we are today with cloud-based and cloud-native systems: The first runs an 

existing program on new technology, while the second builds a new program for the 

new technology and is able to run smoothly, adapt quickly, and evolve along with it.

When our transition is complete, Vanguard will use a fully cloud-native 

recordkeeping platform. We will have recoded our entire recordkeeping 

system for the cloud, which has several advantages:

Our system will be 
entirely rebuilt and 
recoded for the cloud.

• Since the latest digital solutions are now built for the cloud, we are 

best positioned to adopt them as they come to market. 

• Cloud-native applications have an “elastic” infrastructure, which 

means they're especially agile, can scale up or down quickly, and 

are better able to match the speed of innovation demanded in 

today’s recordkeeping environment.

• Each service of a cloud-native application is developed using the 

language and framework best suited for the functionality. 

Cloud-nativeCloud-based
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A: Public cloud infrastructure gives us flexibility, agility, and lower costs.

A: Building our platform gave us the best of both worlds.

After careful consideration, we selected a 
public infrastructure platform, Amazon Web 
Services (AWS), that offers operational 
agility and flexibility with relatively low costs. 
Unlike private clouds, which require up-front 
costs and higher operating expenses, public 
clouds like AWS use a pay-as-you-go model. 
This provides a broad range of potential 
capabilities and an unlimited capacity to 
accommodate a sudden surge in demand. 

Building our recordkeeping platform was 
the best choice for Vanguard because, in 
partnering with Infosys, we benefit from the 
best of both worlds: We retain ownership of 
an internally built solution, including intricate 
control of the platform and its performance, 
while gaining the advantage of sophisticated 
architecture and industry-leading expertise 
in next-generation digital services.

Q: Do you use a public or private cloud? 

Q: Did you build or buy your recordkeeping platform? 

In true synergy, Infosys and Vanguard can 
deliver a cloud-native retirement services 
recordkeeping platform with powerful data-
processing capabilities and AI-enabled 
analytics. 

AWS also maintains partnerships with 
specialized vendors and developers, enabling 
us to innovate more quickly in response 
to any issues that arise. This is important 
because it supports the “replace rather than 
repair” principle that pushes us to rethink 
solutions and develop new and better ways 
to meet technical needs. 

A: We use a modular system with microservices.
Vanguard uses a fully modular system based 
on microservices, which divide system 
capabilities into smaller components that 
are grouped into discrete packages. Our 
microservices architecture uses a container 
orchestration system called Kubernetes, 
which allows changes to be made where 
needed, cleanly and independently, without 

Q: 

introducing unintended consequences in 
other areas of the system. Specialist teams 
can be dedicated to different containers, 
thereby increasing expertise and speed of 
innovation. Our microservices approach 
helps us improve time to market, increase 
flexibility and scalability, and deliver 
continuous service.

Platform architecture
VANGUARD'S ANSWERS

What kind of architecture do you use—modular, 
monolithic, or mixed?
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A: APIs integrate all of our business capabilities.

An application programming interface 
(API) allows microservices to securely 
communicate with each other and with 
other applications and user interfaces. APIs 
integrate all business capabilities on one 
platform. All system interactions between 
application layers and components in the 
modernized platform will be based on APIs. 

As we build our fully cloud-native platform, 
we are using an API-first strategy whereby 
APIs will facilitate all interactions between 
application layers, components, and internal/

Q: 

external systems. We have begun with an 
API foundation, where external strategic 
partners, client systems, and internal 
systems can view, search, and subscribe 
to the APIs using a set of service catalogs 
exposed through our API platform. Access 
to all APIs is restricted through robust 
security policies that use identity, data, and 
infrastructure controls.

A: We use three-tiered protection to keep data secure.
Personal information is secured using three 
levels of protocol and oversight by Vanguard, 
AWS, and Infosys. PII stored in the cloud 
is subject to both process and technical 
controls that help ensure end-to-end 
protection of the data. Specifically, technical 
controls involve a broad range of security 
systems, including encryption and access 
controls for data at rest (DAR) and data in 
motion (DIM), database activity monitoring, 
and multifactor authentication (MFA). 

Q: How do you secure personally identifiable 
information (PII) on the cloud? 

* The SOC 2 (System and Organization Controls 2) is one of a series of standardized, third-party audits of cloud 
protocols. The SOC 2 evaluates data security, availability, and confidentiality. 

AWS also conducts annual independent 
assessments of information security and 
furnishes SOC 2* reports confirming our 
protocols are in place. In addition, Infosys 
conducts its own independent information 
security audits and receives SOC 2 reports 
of all information security domains.

Do you support APIs across all or a portion 
of your systems and data sets? 
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Transition to the cloud
VANGUARD'S ANSWERS

A: We’re following a three-year, API-driven transformation.

Q: What is your API development road map? 

IN PROGRESS

Accelerated API conversion
Implement APIs for legacy functions for external 
and internal use. This program is substantively 
underway and will be accelerated to completion.

2021-2022

API enablement
Establish an API foundation that includes an initial 
API catalog and an API management dashboard 
with progressive expansion to cover the majority of 
strategic partner and Vanguard system interactions. 

THROUGH OCTOBER 2023

API-driven transformation
Transform underlying platform capabilities to enable 

using domain-driven microservices architecture.
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A: Our complete reenvisioning provides freedom from the past.
Vanguard will completely reenvision what a 
recordkeeping system can be. To this end, 
we’re building a powerful new infrastructure 
that is entirely cloud-native. We believe 
this will give us a compelling advantage 
over providers with mixed infrastructures 
that keep them tied to legacy components. 

Q:

Invariably, legacy components add significant 
overhead in the form of maintenance, work-
arounds, and operational limitations that is 
ultimately passed on to plan sponsors and 
participants. Our cloud-native platform will 
be free of legacy cost burdens.

A: We’re using an incremental strategy for a complete transition.
Eventually, everything will be on the cloud. 
In the meantime, we’re using a transitional 
hybrid approach with a detailed coexistence 
model. During this three-year period, our 
legacy and cloud-native platforms will run 
in parallel. In planned increments, we’ll 
build cloud-native microservices to replace 

Q: Will you transition fully to the cloud or use a hybrid approach?

each of the legacy platform’s applications, 
creating a fully API-based platform one piece 
at a time. By the end of the fourth year, 
we’ll have an API-based, fully cloud-native 
recordkeeping platform.

Will you reenvision (refactor, revise, rebuild) or rehost 
(“lift and shift”) your applications in the cloud?

A: PaaS allows us to create an invisible and seamless transition.
We’re using PaaS computing to gradually 
transition our legacy platform to a modernized, 
cloud-native platform. The underlying logic and 
purpose of each application remains the same, 
but when implemented with microservices, 
they will have greater efficiency, flexibility, and 
scalability. 

Throughout the transition, which is 
seamless and invisible to plan sponsors and 
participants, the legacy and cloud-native 

Q:

platforms will run in parallel, with the legacy 
platform supporting functions that have 
yet to be replaced. Data and requests will 
automatically be routed to either the legacy 
or the native platform as appropriate. New 
capabilities and improved performance will 
enhance user experience as they are rolled 
out. 

Will you use platform as a service (PaaS) or software as a service 
(SaaS) to replace or retire legacy elements?

Vanguard will 
completely reenvision 
what a recordkeeping 
system can be. 
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